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current through the channel type of interest can be
isolated by either pharmacologically blocking other
channel types or by using a voltage protocol that
would cause non-desired channels to inactivate.1,9,14
However, pharmacological agents often have nonspeciﬁc interactions, and voltage-inactivation is not
always possible.
Furthermore, it is diﬃcult to distinguish individual
ion channel types from an amalgamated current. The
most common solution is to measure a speciﬁc ionic
current as the diﬀerence in total current measured
before and after application of a supra maximal dose
of a drug that blocks the channel.21 One limitation of
this approach is that it cannot elucidate interrelationships between different ionic currents. For example, if
one channel modulates the function of another, the
sum of their individual current contributions measured
separately may not be equivalent to the total current
from both channels measured simultaneously. Again,
this technique is not always feasible since many widely
used drugs have non-speciﬁc interactions.14,29
Heterologous expression systems have been very
powerful and useful tools for studying many aspects of
ion channels since they allow a single channel type to
be isolated, but they too suﬀer from the limitations
already mentioned when the goal is to study the
interrelation of multiple channels.28
One way to address this limitation may be to use
frequency information from the impedance of individual channel types. It has been shown that blocking
potassium or calcium channels in chromaﬃn cells
increases the impedance of the cell in a frequencydependent manner.11 Numerous studies have used
impedance spectroscopy to characterize various ion
channels expressed in both artiﬁcial lipid bilayers and
various biological preparations.11–13,18,19 However, it

Abstract—Voltage clamping is an important tool for measuring individual currents from an electrically active cell.
However, it is difﬁcult to isolate individual currents without
pharmacological or voltage inhibition. Herein, we present a
technique that involves inserting a noise function into a
standard voltage step protocol, which allows one to characterize the unique frequency response of an ion channel at
different step potentials. Speciﬁcally, we compute the fast
Fourier transform for a family of current traces at different
step potentials for the inward rectifying potassium channel,
Kir2.1, and the channel encoding the cardiac fast sodium
current, Nav1.5. Each individual frequency magnitude, as a
function of voltage step, is correlated to the peak current
produced by each channel. The correlation coefﬁcient vs.
frequency relationship reveals that these two channels are
associated with some unique frequencies with high absolute
correlation. The individual IV relationship can then be
recreated using only the unique frequencies with magnitudes
of high absolute correlation. Thus, this study demonstrates
that ion channels may exhibit unique frequency responses.
Keywords—Whole-cell voltage clamp, Impedance spectroscopy, Ion channel, Frequency response.

INTRODUCTION
Voltage clamp techniques are among an electrophysiologist’s principle tools with which to study various properties of ion channels such as activation and
inactivation kinetics and their voltage dependence.10 In
the whole-cell conﬁguration, the measured current is
a sum of ion ﬂuxes through all channels in the
membrane. When multiple channel types are present,
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remains unknown whether impedance spectra are
uniquely associated with different channel types.
We hypothesized that ion channels conducting distinctly different ions will exhibit unique frequency
responses and that frequency magnitude information
from each channel can be used to reproduce properties
of the macroscopic currents when measured separately.
METHODS
Current Recordings in HEK293 Cells
Kir2.1 currents were recorded from HEK293 cells
stably transfected with the KCNJ2 gene (kind gift of
Dr. Min Li, John Hopkins University). Acquisition
and use of this cell line is in accordance with the
University of Utah’s policy on cell use. Nav1.5 currents
were recorded from HEK293 cells transiently transfected with the SCN5A gene using Lipofectamine 2000
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All voltage clamp experiments
were performed in the whole-cell conﬁguration using
an Axopatch-200 ampliﬁer (Molecular Devices,
Sunnyvale, CA). Command potentials and data
acquisition were controlled using pClamp 8.0 software
(Molecular Devices). Internal and bath solutions were
prepared as previously published.22,24 Microelectrodes
with a resistance of 1–2 MX were made from borosilicate capillary glass (WPI, Sarasota, FL). To control
for the possibility of interference from endogenously
expressed ion channels or artifacts generated by the
system hardware, ionic current ﬂux through Kir2.1
channels was blocked by adding 300 lM BaCl2 to the
bath solution drop wise until complete functional
block was observed.20 The anti-aliasing lowpass ﬁlter
on the ampliﬁer was set to the highest available cutoff
frequency (50 kHz), and the sampling frequency was
set to 200 kHz for Kir2.1 and 500 kHz for Nav1.5.
Stimulus Files and Noise Function
Stimulus ﬁles were generated using custom software
created in Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) and
were used to deﬁne the command potential at each
time step. Voltage step protocols had a holding
potential of 290 mV, and stepped from 2133 to
214 mV in 7 mV steps for Kir2.1 or 284 to +63 mV
in 7 mV steps for Nav1.5. Each voltage step contained
either a 30 ms noise function that began 100 ms after
the beginning of the step (Kir2.1), or a 2 ms noise
function that began 0.24 ms after the beginning of the
step (Nav1.5). Analogous stimulus ﬁles were also created without a noise function for making control
measurements. Graphical representations of the voltage step protocols encoded by the stimulus ﬁles can be
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seen as insets in Figs. 1a and 4a for Kir2.1 and Nav1.5,
respectively. The noise functions were created using
Matlab by ﬁrst deﬁning a square wave in the frequency
domain containing equal magnitudes of all frequencies
from 1 to 15 kHz, then computing the inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT) of the signal, and ﬁnally
scaling the signal in the time domain so as to make the
zero to peak amplitude 100 mV.
Data Analysis
Custom software written in Matlab was used for all
data analysis. Kir2.1 and Nav1.5 recordings were analyzed identically in all respects. The fast Fourier
transform (FFT) was computed for the portion of all
current recordings containing the noise function. For
each frequency, the magnitude of that frequency at all
step potentials were concatenated and correlated with
the steady state current amplitude at the same transmembrane potentials. Frequencies of interest were
deﬁned as those with correlation coefﬁcients (R) equal
to 0 or |R| greater than 0.8. Frequencies with absolute
correlation coefﬁcients greater than 0.8 represent frequencies whose magnitudes can be used to recreate the
DC component of the ionic current. Similarly, frequencies with correlation coefﬁcients equal to zero
(termed ‘zero crossings’) represent frequencies whose
magnitudes are independent of the ionic current. The
frequencies where zero crossings occurred were quantiﬁed and compared to frequencies that had a magnitude of zero to determine which, if any frequencies,
may have had no correlation because there was no
power in that frequency.
Summary data are presented as mean ± standard
deviation. Values were deemed to be signiﬁcantly different if the p value of a student’s t test was <0.05.
Frequencies used for recreating the IV relationships of
the channels were selected by calculating the mean of a
contiguous group of frequencies exceeding a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.8 and denoting this as the center
frequency. The center frequencies for Kir2.1 and
Nav1.5 were 4.0 and 25.5 kHz, respectively. The mean
magnitude of the 30 (Kir2.1) or 5 (Nav1.5) frequencies
surrounding this center frequency were then averaged.
Finally, IV relationships were recreated from frequency magnitudes by normalizing the frequency
magnitude at each voltage step to the maximum and
minimum current of the IV relationship.
RESULTS
Kir2.1—Control
Ionic currents were measured from HEK293 cells
expressing Kir2.1 during a standard voltage step
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FIGURE 1. (a) Representative Kir2.1 current in response to voltage step protocol. (b) Representative IV relationship under control
conditions. (c) Representative FFT of a 30 ms portion of each voltage step. Inset is same as main panel, except DC component is
removed and remaining frequencies are full scaled. (d) Representative correlation–frequency plot comparing the IV relationship to
the magnitude of individual frequencies in the FFT (repeated in n 5 6 cells).

protocol. Representative Kir2.1 ionic currents in
response to 18 voltage steps (control) are shown in
Fig. 1a. An IV relationship was generated for each cell
and served as the paired control IV relationship in
individual cells (Fig. 1b). The FFT of all 18 voltage
steps were calculated over a steady state range of the
current trace (t = 105–135 ms), and a representative
FFT magnitude, step potential, and frequency plot was
generated as seen in Fig. 1c. As expected, the magnitude of the lowest frequency in each spectrum appears
to mimic the shape of an IV relationship generated
from Kir2.1. Speciﬁcally, the magnitude of the 0 kHz
frequency (DC) decreases from 2150 to 290 mV,
consistent with a decrease in Kir2.1 current amplitude
over this same voltage range. In Fig. 1c (inset), the DC
magnitude was removed. The non-DC frequency
magnitudes were three orders of magnitude smaller
than the DC magnitude (Fig. 1c, inset) and exhibited
no visible pattern between step potentials.
The magnitude of every frequency as a function of
step potential was then correlated to the paired control
IV relationship. Figure 1d contains a representative
plot of correlation coefﬁcients for each frequency
magnitude. Importantly, the correlation coefﬁcient for
the DC signal was greater than 0.99 (p < 0.001), verifying the visual observation that the DC magnitude
mimics the shape of the IV relationship. Also note that

DC is the only frequency which has an absolute correlation coefﬁcient greater than 0.8, which we deﬁne to
be the range of signiﬁcant correlation.
Kir2.1—Noise Function
Kir2.1 ionic currents were measured with a 30 ms
white-noise function added to the voltage step protocol
as can be seen in Fig. 2a. The noise function contained
equal magnitudes of all frequencies from 1 to 15 kHz
and was inserted at the same time points used for
analysis of the control recordings. The corresponding
IV relationship for the recording in Fig. 2a is plotted in
Fig. 2b (solid line). The FFT was calculated for the
portion of each sweep containing the noise function,
just as was done in the control recordings. Upon
addition of the noise function, the magnitude of the
DC frequency was still higher than other magnitudes
(Fig. 2c). However, when the DC component was
removed, frequencies up to 15 kHz exhibited a visually
discernable pattern between step potentials (Fig. 2c,
inset).
The magnitude of the DC component over all
voltage steps correlated highly with the Kir2.1 IV
relationship obtained from the paired no-noise
recording for a representative experiment (Fig. 2d).
Importantly, two other frequency ranges also exceeded
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FIGURE 2. (a) Representative Kir2.1 current in response to voltage step protocol with inserted noise function. (b) Representative
Kir2.1 IV relationship generated using current amplitudes (solid line) and the mean of all frequency magnitudes from all experiments between 3.5 and 4.5 kHz (solid circles). (c) Representative FFT of a 30 ms portion of each voltage step taken from the time
points where the noise function was inserted. Inset is same as main panel, except DC component is removed and remaining
frequencies are full scaled. (d) Representative correlation–frequency plot comparing the IV relationship to the magnitude of
individual frequencies in the FFT. Mean and standard deviation of summary data for all experiments is plotted as filled circles with
bars (repeated in n 5 6 cells).

an absolute correlation coefﬁcient of 0.8 (Fig. 2d).
Over all experiments, frequencies between 0.17 ± 0.02
and 1.393 ± 0.004 kHz exhibited correlation coefﬁcients below 20.8, and these values were signiﬁcantly
different from each other (Fig. 2d). Summary data is
plotted as solid circles with standard deviation bars in
Fig. 2d. Additionally, frequencies between 1.969 ±
0.202 and 6.035 ± 0.674 kHz exhibited correlation
coefﬁcients above 0.8, and these values were signiﬁcantly different from each other. Frequency magnitudes of 0.045 ± 0.003 1.528 ± 0.039, and 8.737 ±
0.510 kHz exhibited zero correlation with the Kir2.1 IV
relationship.
The mean magnitude of frequencies between 3.5 and
4.5 kHz for each voltage step is overlaid on the paired
IV relationship in Fig. 2b as solid circles. Magnitudes
for frequencies in this range exhibited high positive
correlation with the Kir2.1 IV relationship, and visual
inspection conﬁrms similar morphologies between the
IV relationship and the magnitudes of these frequencies.
Kir2.1—Noise Function + BaCl2
To test for the possibility that correlations might
have been a system artifact or due to endogenous
current, Kir2.1 currents were measured with the noise

function after Kir2.1 inhibition with BaCl2 (Fig. 3a).
The IV relationship after current blockade with BaCl2
is shown in Fig. 3b. In Fig. 3c, DC magnitudes are
reduced relative to the no noise (Fig. 1c) and noise
(Fig. 2c) case. Additionally, non-DC frequencies still
exhibited a visually discernable pattern between voltage steps similar to the noise case. Correlation coefﬁcients for DC magnitudes and the Kir2.1 IV
relationship still exceeded 0.8. However, all other frequencies demonstrated low correlation with the IV
relationship (Fig. 3d).
Nav1.5—Control
A similar experimental protocol was applied to
HEK293 cells transfected with Nav1.5. Representative
current traces (Fig. 4a), IV relationship (Fig. 4b), FFT
(Fig. 4c), and correlation spectrum (Fig. 4d) for
Nav1.5 under control conditions are presented in the
same manner as Kir2.1. The magnitude of the 0 Hz
frequency (Fig. 4c) appeared to mimic the shape of the
IV relationship (Fig. 4b) and this was conﬁrmed by
high correlation in the DC range (Fig. 4d).
Additionally, there does not appear to be a visually
discernable pattern between voltage steps for frequencies above 0 Hz. Interestingly, the correlation
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FIGURE 3. (a) Representative Kir2.1 current and representative IV relationship (b) with noise function inserted and supramaximal
dose of BaCl2 added to block Kir2.1. (c) Representative FFT of a 30 ms portion of each voltage step taken from the time points
where the noise function was inserted. Inset is same as main panel, except DC component is removed and remaining frequencies
are full scaled. (d) Representative correlation–frequency plot comparing the IV relationship to the magnitude of individual frequencies in the FFT (repeated in n 5 3 cells).

spectrum (Fig. 4d) demonstrated that some frequency
magnitudes below 10 kHz modestly correlated with the
IV relationship. However, none of the correlation
coefﬁcients exceeded an absolute value of 0.8, the
correlation threshold considered signiﬁcant in this
study. Correlation coefﬁcients beyond 10 kHz did not
exceed 0.5.
Nav1.5—Noise Function
Nav1.5 ionic currents were measured with a 2 ms
white-noise function (1–15 kHz) added to the voltage
step protocol as can be seen in Fig. 5a, along with the
paired control IV relationship in Fig. 5b. The noise
function was inserted 0.24 ms after the change to the
step potential. The FFT was calculated as previously
described for the portion of each sweep containing the
noise function. Upon addition of the noise function,
frequencies from 0 to 15 kHz exhibited a consistent
pattern between step potentials similar to representative data plotted in Fig. 5c.
Importantly, the correlation coeﬃcient spectrum
conﬁrmed high DC correlation (Fig. 5d), as in all
previous experiments. In this representative correlation
spectrum, it is worth noting that there are frequency
ranges with absolute correlations exceeding 0.8 both
within the frequency of inserted noise (0–15 kHz) and

beyond (>15 kHz). For all experiments (Fig. 5d, solid
circles), frequency magnitudes between 3.147 ± 1.024
and 5.938 ± 0.614 kHz exceed the negative correlation
threshold of 20.8, frequency magnitudes between
22.473 ± 0.570 and 28.829 ± 1.989 kHz exceeded the
positive correlation threshold of 0.8, and frequency
magnitudes of 1.051 ± 0.261, 8.371 ± 1.713, and
31.858 ± 1.890 kHz exhibited no correlation with the
Nav1.5 IV relationship. Additional frequency magnitude correlations beyond 35 kHz were not quantiﬁed.
The mean magnitude of frequencies between 24.5
and 26.5 kHz (solid circles) for each voltage step is
overlaid on the paired IV relationship in Fig. 5b.
Magnitudes for frequencies in this range exhibited high
positive correlation with the Nav1.5 IV relationship,
and visual inspection conﬁrms similar morphologies
between the IV relationship and the magnitude of these
frequencies.
Zero Crossings: FFT and Correlation Coeﬃcients
As can be seen in the insets of Figs. 1c, 2c, and 3c,
the magnitude of frequencies cross zero. It was therefore important to determine whether points of zero
correlation were a result of a lack of power in the
frequency spectrum. To test this, frequencies with a
mean magnitude equal to zero for every experiment
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FIGURE 4. (a) Representative Nav1.5 current in response to a voltage step protocol. (b) Representative IV relationship under
control conditions. (c) Representative FFT of a 2 ms portion of each voltage step. (d) Representative correlation–frequency plot
comparing the IV relationship to the magnitude of individual frequencies in the FFT (repeated in n 5 3 cells).

FIGURE 5. (a) Representative Nav1.5 current in response to a voltage step protocol with noise function inserted. (b) Representative Nav1.5 IV relationship (solid line) and the mean of all frequency magnitudes between 24.5 and 26.5 kHz for all experiments
(solid circles). (c) The FFT of a 2 ms portion of each voltage step taken from the time points where the noise function was inserted.
(d) Representative correlation–frequency plot comparing the IV relationship to the magnitude of individual frequencies in the FFT.
Mean and standard deviation of summary data for all experiments is plotted as filled circles with bars (repeated in n 5 3 cells).
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DISCUSSION
Previous studies using impedance spectroscopy
quantiﬁed changes in the overall frequency response of
membranes using the assumption that ions traverse
channels with a single rate constant resulting in a
constant current through each part of the channel.11,12,19 As a result, impedance spectroscopy can
determine whether the cell membrane is more or less
conductive than some other state. However, impedance
spectroscopy has not demonstrated which family of ion
channels or even subtypes are active at a given time
point of the action potential. Action potential clamping
overcomes the limitation of low speciﬁcity and allows
study of an individual ion channel current in an electrically active cell,2,4 but it cannot provide simultaneous
measurements of multiple ion channel types.
In this study we demonstrate that the frequency
magnitude itself can correlate with the voltage-dependent current through two distinct channel families.
Speciﬁcally, we present evidence that Kir2.1 and
Nav1.5 exhibit unique spectra with distinct frequency
magnitudes that correlate with the corresponding IV
relationship. This is accomplished without making any
assumptions about a cell membrane model as impedance spectroscopy requires. Therefore, this technique
represents a unique variant to frequency analysis of ion
channel function.
0 kHz

FIGURE 6. (a) Average frequency of zero FFT magnitude
(FFT) and average frequency of zero correlation coefficient (R)
for Kir2.1 (average of n 5 6 cells). (b) Average frequency of
zero FFT magnitude and zero correlation for Nav1.5 (average
of n 5 3 cells). All frequencies of zero FFT magnitude and
correlation were significantly different from neighboring frequencies independent of channel type.

over each voltage step (FFT, gray bars) are presented
in Fig. 6a for Kir2.1 and 6B for Nav1.5. The frequencies with correlation coefﬁcients equal to zero are
denoted as R (black bars) in the same ﬁgure. Importantly, frequencies with very low power were signiﬁcantly different from frequencies with zero correlation
suggesting that the lack of correlation is not associated
with a lack of power in that portion of the spectrum.
Additionally, every frequency of zero correlation was
signiﬁcantly different from every other frequency of
zero correlation.

The DC magnitude correlates with the voltagedependent current of both Kir2.1 and Nav1.5 (subsequently referred to as ‘highly correlated’), regardless of
whether a noise function was included in the step
protocol (R > 0.9 in all cases). This is expected since
most of the power in a standard whole-cell voltage
clamp experiment is found within the DC component
(see Figs. 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, and 5c).17,25
However, the DC correlation coeﬃcient for Kir2.1 is
notably higher than that of Nav1.5. One reason for this
is likely related to the fact that Nav1.5 has rapid,
voltage-dependent activation and inactivation kinetics
result in a peak current amplitude that is relatively
stable for around 200 ls.3,16 In order to calculate the
FFT of the current trace with sufﬁcient frequency
resolution, a larger window must be used that includes
additional time points on either side of the peak current. Since the kinetics are voltage-dependent, traces
with more negative voltage steps (slower kinetics) will
also have a mean current amplitude that is closer to the
peak current amplitude over the duration of the noise
function. Despite the presence of these two factors, the
DC component of Nav1.5 still correlates highly with
the IV relationship.
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Frequencies Above DC
Under control conditions, no frequencies above DC
were identiﬁed in either channel whose magnitude
highly correlated (|R| > 0.8) with the channel’s IV
relationship. Upon insertion of the noise function,
Kir2.1 exhibited two frequency ranges with high correlation, both of which were under 10 kHz. These
ranges of high correlation were abolished by inhibition
of Kir2.1 with BaCl2, suggesting that the highly correlating frequencies were a result of the channel, and
not related to the recording system. Indeed, we previously demonstrated with an artiﬁcial cell that neither
the hardware nor the noise function inserted into the
voltage step protocol caused the magnitude of any
frequency except DC to highly correlate with the current amplitude.23 This suggests that when a preparation containing ion channels is used, any frequency
response which produces high correlations with the
current amplitude is likely due to some property of the
ion channel itself, and not an artifact of the equipment
or protocol.
When the noise function was inserted into Nav1.5,
two frequency ranges were also identiﬁed which highly
correlated, one of which was below 10 kHz, while the
other was between 22.5 and 28.8 kHz. Importantly,
both channels exhibited high correlation for frequencies below 10 kHz. Interestingly, the activation and
inactivation time constants for both Kir2.1 and Nav1.5
are on the order of 100’s of microseconds to 10 ms,
which corresponds to a maximal frequency of activation and inactivation in a range of 0.1–10 kHz,3,15,16,26
precisely in the high correlation range of both Kir2.1
and Nav1.5. It is possible to speculate that frequencies
up to 10 kHz may be biophysically related to activation or inactivation kinetics. Impedance spectroscopy
has previously been used to estimate the gating currents of voltage-dependent ion channels. In those
studies, alternating currents containing frequencies
between 600 and 3000 Hz were used to study channel
gating kinetics and develop ion channel membrane
models.5–8 However, these studies quantiﬁed frequencies only to estimate the gating currents, but not to
determine if any frequency magnitudes were uniquely
correlated to the different gating currents. In the
present study, the large negative correlation at 1 kHz
for Kir2.1 is associated with a zero correlation value
for Nav1.5 at the same frequency. The large positive
correlation between 22.5 and 28.8 kHz for Nav1.5 is
associated with a zero correlation value for Kir2.1 at
the same frequencies. These data suggest that frequencies up to 50 kHz may be sufﬁcient to determine
differences in current amplitudes of different channel
types measured simultaneously. In addition, frequencies up to 10 kHz may be sufﬁcient to distinguish
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gating differences between ion channel families, if
gating mechanistically underlies the correlation at
these low frequencies. Further studies are needed to
determine whether causality underlies correlation.
The observation that speciﬁc frequency magnitudes
correlate with channel conductance has been previously suggested, but not quantiﬁed, by Terrettaz et al.
in their Fig. 4.27 Brieﬂy, that ﬁgure suggests that synthetic ligand-gated ion channel impedance may be
positively correlated with ligand concentration for
frequencies up to approximately 1 kHz and negatively
correlated with frequencies higher than 1 kHz.
Importantly, impedance at approximately 1 kHz did
not appear to change, regardless of ligand concentration, suggesting that the correlation at 1 kHz would be
zero. However, this was not quantiﬁed. In the present
study, the zero correlation frequencies were not a result
of zero magnitude in the FFT (see Fig. 6).
Lastly, high correlation was observed for Nav1.5 at
frequencies higher than 10 kHz, but not for Kir2.1.
However, the instrumentation had a low-pass antialiasing ﬁlter of 50 kHz. Therefore, we were not able to
assess whether Kir2.1 or Nav1.5 exhibit high correlation beyond 50 kHz. While impedance signiﬁcantly
decreases at high frequencies due to the capacitive
nature of the cell, the presented technique is based on
assessing changes in magnitude and not the absolute
magnitude. Thus, higher frequency resolution may
yield other new insights even if the signal to noise ratio
decreases at these higher frequencies.

CONCLUSION
This study provides a novel method for relating ion
channel frequency response with channel conductance.
Further investigations are required to expand this
technique and determine whether (1) multiple channel
types can be quantiﬁed simultaneously, (2) the frequency response of various channel families and subtypes are unique, and (3) biophysical mechanisms
underlie the frequency responses. Lastly, this work has
important implications for understanding ion channel
electrophysiology under more physiologic conditions
when no channels are inhibited and the normal feedback systems between whole-cell current and voltage
are preserved.
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